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QLectives introduction
QLectives is a project bringing together top social modelers, peer-to-peer engineers and
physicists to design and deploy next generation self-organising socially intelligent
information systems. The project aims to combine three recent trends within information
systems:
 Social networks - in which people link to others over the Internet to gain value
and facilitate collaboration
 Peer production - in which people collectively produce informational products
and experiences without traditional hierarchies or market incentives
 Peer-to-Peer systems - in which software clients running on user machines
distribute media and other information without a central server or
administrative control
QLectives aims to bring these together to form Quality Collectives, i.e. functional
decentralised communities that self-organise and self-maintain for the benefit of the
people who comprise them. We aim to generate theory at the social level, design
algorithms and deploy prototypes targeted towards two application domains:
 QMedia - an interactive peer-to-peer media distribution system (including live
streaming), providing fully distributed social filtering and recommendation for
quality
 QScience - a distributed platform for scientists allowing them to locate or form
new communities and quality reviewing mechanisms, which are transparent and
promote
The approach of the QLectives project is unique in that it brings together a highly interdisciplinary team applied to specific real world problems. The project applies a scientific
approach to research by formulating theories, applying them to real systems and then
performing detailed measurements of system and user behaviour to validate or modify
our theories if necessary. The two applications will be based on two existing user
communities comprising several thousand people - so-called "Living labs", media
sharing community tribler.org; and the scientific collaboration forum EconoPhysics.
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Executive Summary

This deliverable presents the QLectives website (www.qlectives.eu).
The QLectives website has dual functions of (a) providing a public face of the project,
showing its objectives, progress and achievements and details of the project consortium
and the FET programme and (b) providing a workspace for consortium members,
including facilities such as a calendar, file sharing, news, report repository, and contact
data.
The website is based on a wiki-format, allowing the members of the QLectives
consortium to easily edit the contents, thus making it a prime forum for intra-project
communication and collaboration.
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1 Objectives of the project website
The website for the Qlectives project is located at http://www.qlectives.eu
The establishment of the Qlectives website is part of the Workpackege 5: Dissemination,
collaboration and exploitation. The objectives of WP5 include informing stakeholders
such as EU officers, commission and administration; scientific communities; general
public and media) about the progress of the project, encouraging and facilitating the
production of articles, reports and demonstrations of the project results, and performing
relevant collaboration and exploitation activities.
The QLectives website has the dual functions of (a) providing a public face of the
project, showing its objectives, progress and achievements and details of the project
consortium and the FET programme and (b) providing a workspace for consortium
members, including facilities such as a calendar, file sharing, news, report repository,
and contact data. The QLectives project commissioned Beyond the Digit and its Creative
Director, Mr Sebastiaan Spijker, to design a logo for QLectives, to be used on the project
website and on its reports and presentations.
The internal collaboration and management of the project is to a large extent managed
through the wiki-based project website. This has already been fully operational since the
early stages of the project planning, and has been used intensively during the project
composition phase. All consortium members are now familiar with its use. It will be
used to communicate project progress and as a repository for project record

2 Platform and layout
Before the website was set up, a review of wiki frameworks and content management
systems was undertaken. It was concluded that MediaWiki
(http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki ) offered the most relevant features and
was likely to continue to be maintained at a high standard for at least the duration of the
project (MeiaWiki is the wiki used by Wikipedia). MediaWiki was installed on a
University of Surrey server, and has since been updated twice to keep in step with new
versions as they are released. In addition, a domain name for the project was purchased
and linked to the server.
The following screenshot shows the visual appearance of the website.
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3 Wiki contents
The website is divided into two areas, public and private area. The public area currently
comprises the main page, which introduces the key ideas and partners of the QLectives
project, and the list of publications produced as part of the project, and other
dissemination activities.
The private area is password protected, and restricted to the registered members of the
QLectives community. The private area comprises the following sections:
Main Page
The main page introduces the key ideas of the QLectives project, and lists the project
partners. The main page is on the public domain.
Publications
This page lists the articles, presentations and other scientific outputs produced in the
context of the QLectives project. The publications page is on the public domain.
News
This page includes news updates related to QLectives project, consortium and partners.
News page, as well as the all the following pages, are on the private domain.
Recent changes
This page tracks automatically all the recent changes and updates on the wiki.
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Project structure
This page outlines the project structure, streams and workpackages in visual and textual
form.
Milestones
This page contains the list of milestones, related workpackages, lead partners for each
milestone and their delivery months.
Deliverables
This page contains the list of deliverables, related workpackages and allocated person
months, lead partners for each deliverable, and their delivery months and
dissemination levels.
Workpackages
This page contains the list of workpackages, and space for content, update and
discussion concerning each workpackage. The page also contains list of lead partner of
each work package, allocated person months, and start and finish months for each WP.
Reporting
This page contains the guidelines and templates for annual reporting. The partners can
also use this page for reporting on publications, presentations etc. dissemination
activities and events, which will be required for the annual reports.
Meetings
This page contains information about upcoming meetings, including their location and
agenda, participants, and preparatory materials. It also maintains records of the
previous meetings, including minutes of the steering committee meetings.
Timeline
This page presents a timeline of the projects, with deliverable and milestone allocated to
the relevant months.
Proposal
This page was used as the main working area in preparing the QLectives project
proposal, and contains the planning documents, including the final version of the work
plan and the consortium agreement.
Calendar
This page contains a calendar of QLectives events.
Sitemap
This page contains the sitemap of all contents of the wiki.
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Members
This page contaisn the list of all members of the QLectives community, and their
personal pages, where contact information as well as further information about the work
can be added.
Editing help
This page links to WikiMedia help-page http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Help:Editing
and contains instructions for editing the wikipages.
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